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Motoring

London’s custom riders in shed heaven

Y

ou’ve seen and heard them
running around London,
creating a stir — especially
when they park up and draw
admiring looks. Now it’s
your chance to see hundreds of
London’s — and the UK’s — best customised bikes all in one place at Tobacco
Dock, when Bike Shed London returns
to the capital this weekend.
It all started with small-scale bike
rebuilds in garden sheds, garages and
lock-ups — anywhere an enthusiast
could find space to remodel their bike,
reconfigure the frame, engine, tank,
handlebars and suspension — and make
it that little bit more interesting than a
“stock” bike.
It’s a little more mainstream now with
a number of small firms specialising in
“custom” rides, and some bigger
ones too, in what feels more like an
exhibition than a bike show.
The aim of this weekend’s Bike Shed
London event is to bring them all
together — a mixture of bobbers, flat
trackers, café racers and scramblers
built by pros and amateurs alike — and
display them in a setting including art,
photography, food, drink and some
very cool clothing.
This year there will some special
Triumphs on show too, thanks to the
British manufacturer taking a keen
interest in this event, also supported
by Harley-Davidson and Yamaha.
Headlining for the Hinckley firm will
be a one-off Street Twin rework in

Show shines spotlight on
enthusiasts who want
more than just a stock bike

Stars of the show:
you can get up
close to the bikes,
while other
attractions include
lounge areas and
a barber shop

David
Williams
candy orange from Down & Out Café
Racers, featuring spoked wheels and a
handmade saddle, alongside a custom
Bonneville scrambler, designed for
World Superbike star Carl Fogarty.
Firmly embraced by Triumph, which
describes the event as Europe’s “leading retro-classic custom weekend”, the
organisers are hoping to top last year’s
total of 10,000 visitors, who queued
up to enjoy the spectacle of so many
imaginatively styled, one-off bikes.
“The UK custom scene is one of the
most exciting in Europe and continues
to grow in popularity,” says Paul Lilly,
general manager of Triumph UK.
“Triumph is proud to be headline
sponsor for the third year in a row and,
to celebrate, we will be taking a host of
cool, attention-grabbing models.
“The Bike Shed London show is a
fantastic celebration of the custom
world and we think it shines a spotlight
on all there is to love about motorcycling — creativity, beautiful bikes and
a love of riding.”

■ Bike Shed
London is open
from 10am to
8pm on May 28,
and 10am to 6pm
on May 29. For
details, visit
thebikeshed.cc
More exhibition or festival than bike
show, you can get up close to the bikes,
mounted on plinths, while other attractions include lounge areas, a barber
shop and three tattooists, giving you
the chance to talk about your favourite
subject all weekend in relaxed and
unusual surroundings.

■ Want to plan an exciting ride while
looking at beautiful machinery? Apart
from the best gear to wear on your bike,
the hot topic on the Motolegends
stand will be its “supported ride” down
to Biarritz, France for the annual
Wheels and Waves festival, celebrating
motorcycle design, fun racing, art,

Have a whale of a time with the cracking new Baleno
Suzuki has not produced a Baleno
model since 1998, but now it has
dusted off the name and come up
with a surprising little car.
Butting heads with the Renault
Captur, Hyundai i20 and others, at
first glance the new Baleno looks
underpowered and rather
expensive. It may only have a
one-litre, three-cylinder engine
(or a slower 1.2 four-cylinder mild
hybrid), but the all-new Boosterjet
engine is turbo-charged and very
light. As a result, it packs more

Road test
Suzuki

Baleno SZ5 1-litre
Boosterjet manual
Top speed: 124mph; CO2: 105g/km;
Combined MPG: 62.7; Price: £13,999
punch than Amir Khan. It has a
maximum speed of 124mph, and
62mph arrives in 11.4 seconds.
Positioned one size up from the
Suzuki Swift, it is quite roomy. It has
a good-size 320-litre boot with the

rear seats in position, and it can
hold up to 1,085 litres with the seats
down and the car loaded to the roof.
On the road the three-pot engine
has a characterful thrum and
willingly shows a good turn of
speed, while remaining civilised at
cruising speeds.
Some of the
cabin plastics
are less than
premium, but
all models
come with
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sat-nav. The five-speed manual box
is pleasant to use and the car is
generally fun to drive.
The “mild hybrid” SHVS version,
which costs £500 more, has an
Integrated Starter Generator that
assists the engine when starting off
and accelerating.
All in all, the new Baleno,
which means “little
whale” in
French, is a
little cracker.
Mike Stone

music and more, from June 8 to 12. For
Londoners who don’t want to face
the entire 1,600-mile return ride,
Motolegends can transport your bike
one, or both ways for you — complete
with mechanic back-up. More details
at bit.ly/1XMjk2n.
@drjwilliams

Top pick for
road-trippers
If you’re driving
to Europe this year,
The Essential Guide
To Driving In
Europe — written
by Julian Parish and
published by
Veloce — could
prove invaluable.
Priced at £9.99, it’s small enough to
fit in the glovebox and is full of
location-specific detail on driving
safely and legally in 50 countries.DW

